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 investment  by  Multi-national  Companies

 4966.  SHRI  GURUDAS  KAMAT:  Will
 the  PRIME  MINISTER  be  pleased  to  state:

 (a)  whether  there  has  been  any  offer
 from  multinational  companies  to  enter  the
 indian  market;  and

 0  if  so,  the  number  of  such  companies
 which  intend  to  invest  in  india?

 THE  MINISTER  OF  STATE  IN  THE
 MINISTRY  OF  INDUSTRY  (PROF.  P.J.
 KURIEN):  (a)  and  (b).  180  applications
 which  envisage  foreign  investment  are  at
 different  stages  of  processing  according  to
 the  prescribed  procedure.

 Samaj  Sadans  in  Delhi

 4967.  SHRI  ५४.  N.  SHARMA:  Will  the
 PRIME  MINISTER  be  pleased  to  state:

 (a)  the  total  number  of  Samaj  Sadans
 constructed  by  the  Union  Government  in
 Delhi;

 (b)  whether  the  Government  have  is-
 sued  any  guidelines  to  the  State  Govern-
 ments  in  this  regard;

 (c)  if  so,  the  details  thereof;  and

 (d)  if  not,  the  reasons  therefor?

 THE  MINISTER  OF  STATE  IN  THE
 MINISTRY  OF  PERSONNEL,  PUBLIC
 GRIEVANCES  AND  PENSIONS  (SHRIMATI
 MARGARET  ALVA):  (a)  There  are  2  Samaj
 Sadans  in  Delhi  which  were  constructed  by
 the  CPWD  and  are  under  the  administration
 of  Department  of  Pers  nnel  ८  Training.  Govt.
 of  India.

 (b)  to  (d).  No  Sir.  As  the  welfare  of  the
 Central  Government  employees  is  primarily
 the  concern  of  Government  of  India,  the
 State  Governments  have  no  direct  role  to
 play  in  the  matter.
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 12.00  hrs.

 RE.  ONE  RANK  ONE  PENSION

 [  Translation)

 SHRI  RAM  VILAS  PASWAN  (Rosera):
 Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  |  would  like  to  draw  your
 attention  to  a  very  important  matter  which
 has  been  engaging  the  attention  of  the  House
 for  quite  sometime.  The  Ex-servicemen  are
 sitting  on  dharna  at  the  Boat  Club  for  the  last
 three  days.  |  think,  the  hon.  Members  from
 both  sides,  whether  they  belong  to  the  Treas-
 ury  Benches  or  to  the  opposition  whole
 heartedly  support  the  demands  of  ex-serv-
 icemen.  When  the  Congress  (1)  was  in  power
 in  1982,  the  Supreme  Court  had  given  a
 verdict  in  connection  with  ‘One  Rank  One
 Pension’  following  which  a  high  level  Com-
 mittee  headed  by  Shri  K.  P.  Singh  Deo  was
 constituted  in  1984.  That  Committee  made
 62  recommendations including  the  one  which
 rated  to  ‘One  Rank  One  Pension.’  |  would
 like  to  submit  that  the  ex-servicemen  are  a
 treasure  of  this  country  and  they  have  a
 great  contribution  to  the  security  of  this
 country.  They  are  sitting  on  dharna  for  the
 last  three  days  in  rain.  The  leader  of  the
 House  Shri  Arjun  Singh  is  present  here.
 Members  belonging  to  both  sides  of  the
 House  are  well  aware  that  the  demands  of
 the  ex-servicemen  are  quite  justified  and  the
 Government  has  accepted  this  fact.  |  would
 urge  that  the  Government  should  adopt  a
 positive  approach  towards  their  demands
 and  give  assurance  to  the  effect  that  it  will  not
 only  consider  their  demands  but  will  also
 accept  them  in  consonance  with  the  an-
 nouncement  made  by  the  former  Nattonal
 Front  Government.

 (English}

 SHRI  JASWANT  SINGH  (Chittorgarh):
 Mr.  Speaker  Sir,  |  have  requested  your  per-
 mission  to  make  a  brief  reference  to  the
 question  of  one  rank-one  pension.  The  In-
 dian  Ex-Servicemen  League  has  organised
 a  protest  Dhamatorthe  last  three  days  at  the
 Boat  Club  and  all  parties  have  unanimously
 supported  their  demand  for  one  rank-one
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 pension.  Indeed,  it  is  part  of  the  cut  motions
 that  have  been  moved  by  my  colleague  Shri
 Madan  Lal  Khurana  and  they  will  be  featured
 when  the  Demands  for  Grants  for  the  Minis-
 try  of  Defence  are  taken  up.  But  it  cannot  be
 So  simple.  In  1984  a  high  power  committee
 was  appointed  by  late  Shrimati  Indira  Gandhi
 and  ।  had  the  honour  of  being  a  member  of
 that  Committee.  Ever  since  then,  this  re-
 quest  for  one  rank-one  pension  is  being
 made  and  the  Committee  itself  had  recom-
 mended  it  tothe  Government.  Subsequently,
 the  Government,  after  examining  the  recom-
 mendations,  found  it  fit  for  implementation.
 The  previous  Government  indeed  went  quite
 a  bit  forward.  It  finalised  the  recommenda-
 tion.  But  at  the  stage  of  finalisation,  changes
 took  place.

 ॥  is  our  appeal  to  the  present  Govern-
 ment  to  implement  this  proposal  of  one  rank-
 one  pension  which  has  been  pending  for  the
 last  seven  years  and  has  agitated  the  entire
 category  of  ex-servicemen  for  very  many
 years...The  Defence  Minister  has  also  just
 walked  into  the  House...(/nterruptions)  By
 my  understanding  the  total  amount  involved,
 excluding  the  office’  category  whose  num-
 ber  is  only  25,000,  is  not  more  than  Rs.  250
 crores  or  Rs.  270  crores  for  the  first  year
 itself.  ॥  should  not  be  difficult  for  the  Govern-
 ment  to  find  Rs.  270  crore  when  they  had  the
 ability  to  find  Rs.  100  crore  for  ०  virtually  non-
 existent  foundation.  The  total  number  of  ex-
 servicemen,  excluding  25,000  in  the  officer
 rank,  is  about  700,000  only.  So,  this  request
 must  be  considered  by  the  Government.  It  is
 a  humanitarian  demand  and  |  would  appeal
 to  the  Treasury  Benches  to  take  this  into
 serious  consideration.

 SHRI  DIGVNAYA  SINGH  (Rajgarh):
 Speaker,  Sir,  |  whole-heartedly  support  the

 point  raised  by  hon.  Jaswant  Singh  ji.  |  would
 like  to  remind  you,  Sir,  that  it  was  the  ex-
 Servicemen  cell  of  AICC  which  initially  raised
 this  demand  of  one  rank-one  pension  but,
 unfortunately  the  ex-Prime  Minister,  hon.
 V.P.  Singh  ji,  in  spite  of  his  promise  in  the
 Election  manifesto  in  the  1989  elections,
 could  not  fulfil  it.
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 [Translation]

 SHRI  RAM  VILAS  PASWAN:  We  had
 announce  it  on  the  13th  October.

 {English}

 SHRI  DIGVIAYA  SINGH:  In  spite  of
 that  |  would  urge  upon  the  Defence  Minister
 and  the  Finance  Minister  of  this  country  to
 please  look  into  this  very  important  matter of
 ex-Servicemen  sympathetically.

 SHRI  NIRMAL  KANTI  CHATTERJEE
 (Dumdum):  Let  us  join  our  voice...

 MR.  SPEAKER:  ।  have  called  Mr.  Khan-
 duri.

 (Interruptions)

 SHRI  BHUWAN  CHANDRA  KHAN-
 DURI  (Garhwal):  Sir,  |  would  like  to  raise  two
 issues.  First  of  all,  there  are  a  set  of  Defence
 personnel  who  have  now  been  forced  into  an
 act  of  indiscipline.  |  request  the  Government
 and  everybody  present  in  this  House,  kindly
 do  not  force  the  disciplined  lot  into  a  path  of
 indiscipline.  Their  demand  is  absolutely
 genuine  and  there  should  be  no  difficulty  or
 objection  in  agreeing  to  that  demand.  Some
 bureaucratic  delays  have  been  causing  this
 problem.  The  fact  that  these  people  retire  at
 an  early  age  of  about  30  should  be  taken
 cognisance  of.  For  the  last  50  years  some  of
 these  people  are  living  with  a  pension  of
 about  Rs.  100  per  month.  So,  kindly  under-
 stand  their  problem  and  don't  force  these
 people,  the  disciplined  lot,  into  a  path  of
 indiscipline.  |  request  that  this  demand  of  ex-
 Servicemen  should  be  accepted  in  principle
 and  no  further  delay  is  made  in  this  regard.
 Secondly,  do  not  politicise  this  issue.  Let  it
 be  above  party  politics.

 ।  Translation]

 SHRI  AYUB  KHAN  (Jhunjhunu):  Hon.
 Speaker,  Sir,  today  a  very  important  issue  is
 before  us.  The  ex-servicemen  are  sitting  on
 dharna  near  India  Gate  for  the  last  three.
 days in  support  of  their  demand  tor  one  Rank
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 one  Pension.  Normally,  ex-servicemen  do
 not  resort  to  such  methods,  but  such  condi-
 tions  have  been  created  that  they  were  forced
 to  adopt  this  measure.  The  hon.  Minister  of
 Defence  is  present  in  the  House.  Through
 you, |  would  like  to  request him  that  he
 should  consider  the  demand  of  one  Rank

 One  Pension with  an  open  heart and  give
 some  assurance  today  itself  so  that  they
 could  lift  their  dharna.  ।  feel  that  their  demand
 must  be  accepted.

 [Engksh)

 SHRI  BASU  DEB  ACHARIA  (Bankura):
 As  you  have  seen,  Sir,  this  is  a  unanimous
 demand  of  this  House.  Members  from  all
 sides of  the  House  have  demanded  that  one
 rank-one-pension  should  be  implemented.
 This  decision  was  taken  by  the  National
 Front  Government  but  they  could  not  impie-
 ment  it  because  they  did  not  get  the  time  to
 implement a  decision  taken  by  them.  Now,  it
 is  high  time  that  this  Government  should
 implement  the  genuine  demand  of  the  ex-
 Servicemen  who  are  now  holding  dharna  for

 the  last  three  days  at  Boat  Club.  The  De-
 fence  Minister  is  present  in  the  House.  We
 deme2nd  that  the  Defence  Minister  should
 make  a  Statement  on  this  and  assure  that
 this  genuine  demand  of  one-rank-one-pen-
 sion  will  be  implemented as  it  is  a  unanimous
 demand  of  this  House.

 MR.  SPEAKER:  You  have  said  that.
 One  demand  is  more  than  sufficient.

 SHRI  BASU  DEB  ACHARIA:  Sir,  he
 should  make  a  Statement on  this.

 ।  Transtation|

 SHRI  GEORGE  FERNANDES (Muzaf-
 farpur):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  |  would  make  my
 submission  in  just  one  sentence.  |  do  not
 think  that  there  is  anything  left  even  for
 consideration.  The  entire  House  is  unani-

 mous  on  this  issue  and  the  former  Govern-
 memt  had  on  13th  October  taken  a  decision
 at  the  Cabinet  level  on  this  issue.  That  deci-
 sionis  simply  to  be  implemented. Theretore,
 ।  would  request  the  hon.  Defence  Minister  to
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 make  announcement  in  the  House  to  the
 effect  that  the  decision  is  going  to  be  imple-
 mented.

 [English]

 SHRI  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE
 (Bolpur):  Let  him  respond  here  and  now.

 SHRI  LAL  K.  ADVANI  (Gandhi  Nagar):
 Sir,  the  House  is  witnessing  a  kind  of  rare
 unanimity  because  cutting  across  party  lines
 may  be  the  Treasury  Benches  may  have  a
 different  view  but  at  least  the  party  ranks
 seem  to  be  unanimous.  Therefore,  |  was
 surprised  to  know  from  representatives  of
 the  ex-servicemen  that  the  Defence  Minister
 conveyed  to  them  that  the  Government  will
 consider  this  matter  after  the  Budget.  This
 was  surprising.  They  happened  to  meet  the
 Defence  Minister  and  the  Defence  Minister,
 1  am  told,  told  them  that  this  is  not  the  time,
 we  will  think  about  it  after  the  Budget  Ses-
 sion  is  over  then  you  can  meet  me.

 I  think,  this  is  in  a  way,  undoing a  deci-
 sion  that  has  been  taken  in  the  past  by  the

 past  Government.  And  ail  that  is  needed  isto
 honour  the  unanimity  in  this  House,  imple-
 ment  that  decision  and  an  announcement to
 this  effect  must  be  made  before  the  De-
 mands  for  Grants  for  Defence  are  taken  up.
 Otherwise,  we  would  certainly  press the  Cut
 Motions  in  respect  of  one  rank-one  pension.

 SHRI  BUTA  SINGH  (Jalore):  Mr.
 Speaker,  Sir,  Shri  Lal  Krishna  Advani,  the
 Leader  of  the  Opposition  spoke  that  there  is
 a  unanimity,  then  he  should  not  have  threat-
 ened  to  further  put  forward  his  argument.
 When  there  is  a  unanimity,  where  is  the
 question of  your  tabling  a  separate cut  Mo-
 tion?

 Sir,  luckily,  the  Defence  Minister  is  here.
 Being  the  son  of  an  ex-soldier  of  the  Army,  |

 have  every  right  to  associate  mysell  with  the
 hon.  Members  from  both  sides  of  the  House
 and  |  propose to  the  hon.  Defence  Minister
 that  he  need  not  be  bogged  down  by  what
 the  previous  Government  had  done.  They
 have  not  done  anything.  Let  this  Govern-
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 ment  take  a  decision  to  give  them  this  bene-
 fit.  Let  this  Government  take  a  decision  and
 the  hon.  Defence  Minister  tell  the  House  that
 he  is  seriously  considering  it  and  at  an  ap-
 propriate  time,  he  will  come  forward  with
 certain  proposal.

 SHRI  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE:  Mr.
 Speaker,  Sir,  |  believe,  now  it  is  a  national
 commitment.  Shri  Buta  Singh  was  saying
 that  the  earlier  Government  did  not  do  any-
 thing.  At  least,  they  took  a  decision.

 SHRI  BUTA  SINGH;  They  did  not  im-
 plement  it.

 SHRI  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE:  Let
 his  Government  do  it  and  show  that  they
 have  done  it.

 Sir,  the  feeling  is  very  strong.  The  entire
 House  supports  it.  There  is  a  national  com-
 mitment.  They  are  sitting  on  a  Dharnathere.
 All  political  parties  have  gone  and  expressed
 their  support.  |  do  not  know  what  has  been
 said.  Now,  Shri  Advani  has  said  that  they
 have  been  promised  that  it  will  be  consid-
 ered  after  the  Budget  Session.  Till  then,
 probably,  nothing  will  be  raised  here.  Then,
 he  will  say  that  there  is  no  provision  in  the
 Budget,  what  can  |  do?  This  type  of  attitude
 will  not  be  helpful.  This  is  a  matter  which
 should  be  looked  into.  We  ought  to  carry  out
 our  commitment.

 }would  request  the  Defence  Minister we
 do  not  know  whether  the  Defence  Budget
 will  at  all  come  up  for  discussion  in  the  way
 in  which  we  are  proceeding  that  before  the
 Guillotine  is  applied,  he  must  make  an  an-
 nouncement.  Donot  take  the  advantage  that
 as  the  Defence  Budget  could  not  be  dis-
 cussed,  therefore,  we  could  not  do  anything.
 We  want  a  commitment  by  the  House,not
 only  commitment  but  implementation  from
 the  Government,  here  and  now.  (interrup-
 tions)

 SHRI  MANORANJAN  BHAKTA  (An-
 daman  Nicobar):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  there  is
 no  controversy  in  this  matter.  The  House  is
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 unanimous  and  particularly  the  Congress
 Party  in  their  Election  Manifesto,  have
 mentioned  that  they  will  protect  the  interests
 of  the  ex-servicemen.  We  are  committed  to
 that.  Today,  the  entire  Opposition  and  others
 have  said  that-they  should  not  threaten  the
 Government  in  this  matter  everybody  is
 unanimous  in  resolving  this  matter.

 That  is  why  |  would  request  the  hon.
 Defence  Minister,  who  is  present  here,  to
 kindly  implement  the  commitment  of  the
 Government.  (/nterruptions)

 [  Translation]

 SHRI  BASUDEB  ACHARIA:  Will  an
 announcement  be  made  today?

 THE  MINISTER  OF  DEFENCE  (SHRI
 SHARAD  PAWAR):  Announcement  will  not
 be  made  today.  (/nterruptions)  |  would  like  to
 say  that  the  Demands  for  Grants  in  respect
 of  the  Ministry  of  Defence  are  going  to  be
 discussed  in  the  House.  So  far  as  the  ques-
 tion  of  “One  Rank  One  Pensionਂ  is  con-
 cerned,  this  is  true  that  the  V._P.  Singh  Gov-
 ernment  had  taken  a  decision  in  this  regard.
 But  that  decision  does  not  fulfil  the  demand
 in  its  entirety.  Following  the  exit  of  that
 Government,  the  Government  headed  by
 Shri  Chandra  Shekhar  came  to  power  and
 they  postponed  the  decision  deciding  to
 reconsider  it.  (interruptions)

 The  decision  which  the  V.P.  Singh
 Government  took  has  been  kept  pending.
 There  is  a  need  to  take  a  final  decision  in  this
 regard.  The  people  of  Ex-servicemen  Asso-
 ciation  are  certainly  sitting  on  a  dhama.
 Today  when  they  met  me  in  the  morning.  |
 promised  them  that  we  would  sit  together
 and  discuss  the  issue  after  the  discussion  on
 the  Demands  for  Grants  in  respect  of  the
 Ministry  of  Defence  is  completed  on  3rd  or
 4th.  (Interruptions)

 SHR!  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE:  What
 will  be  discussed?

 (Interruptions)
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 SHRISOMNATH  CHATTERJEE:  What  will
 be  discussed?  (/nterruptions)

 SHRI  SHARAD  PAWAR:  |  am  not  saying
 that  we  will  have  a  discussion  on  their  de-
 mands  after  the  Budget  session  as  the  leader
 of  the  Opposition  has  said.  The  meeting  will
 take  place  during  the  Budget  session  15681.
 They  have  accepted  my  suggestion  and
 have  assured  me  to  call  off  the  dharna.
 (Interruptions)

 SHRI  RAM  VILAS  PASWAN:  Mr.  Speaker,
 Sir,  their  dharna  was  for  three  days  only.

 {English}

 The  Minister  shouid  not  mislead  the
 House.  (/nterruptions)

 [  Translation}

 Do  not  mislead  the  House.  1  the  Gov-
 ernment  going  fo  take  a  decision  with  regard
 to  “One  Rank  One  pensionਂ  issue?  It  is  as
 simple  as  that.  (interruptions)

 SHRI  SHARAD  PAWAR:  So  far  as
 Dharna  is  concerned,  their  leader,  ShriRam
 Singh  had  told  after  they  met  me  that  they
 would  come  to  see  me  on  Sth  and  that  they
 would  call  off  their  dharna.  (/nterruptions)

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAJPAYEE
 (Lucknow):  The  hon.  Defence  Minister  may
 be  feeling  himself  that  his  reply  has  not  been
 to  the  satisfaction  of  this  House.  ।  is  good
 that  he  is  holding  talks  with  the  Ex-service-
 men.  But  what  are  the  difficulties  before  the
 hon.  Defence  Minister.  After  all,  this  issue
 came  before  the  previous  Government  too.
 The  hon.  Minister  says  that  a  decision  was
 taken  but  it  was  not  a  complete  decision.  In
 what  sense  was  it  incomplete?  And  if  it  was
 left  incomplete  by  the  previous  Government,
 he  can  complete  it.

 Secondly,  he  has  said  that  whichever
 Government  came  to  power  postponed  this
 decision.  But  this  matter  has  again  gained
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 momentum.  We  want  that  hon.  Minister
 should  take  the  House  into  confidence  inthis
 matter  and  if  need  be  he  may  invite  leaders
 of  all  parties  to  his  Chamber  for  discussion.

 if  there  is  any  difficulty  in  taking  a  deci-
 sion  and  that  difficulty  is  real,  though  we
 think  there  is  no  such  difficulty.  You  can  take
 us  in  confidence,  but  do  not  postpone  ह  till
 the  next  budget.  ॥  you  say  that  you  would
 consider  it  after  the  Budget  then  possibly
 your  Budget  will  also  not  be  passed  here.

 [English]

 SHRI  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE:  With
 the  guillotine  of  the  rest  of  the  Demands  for
 Grants,  you  will  250  guillotine  this  Demand.
 Therefore,  5th  is  a  very  bad  day.  They  must
 here  and  now  announce.  28th  is  as  good  as
 5th.  Therefore,  do  it  on  the  28th.

 SHRI  BASU  DEB  ACHARIA:  We  want
 an  announcement  and  no  discussion.

 SHRI  SHARAD  PAWAR:  This  is  a  very
 important  issue  from  the  ex-servicemen’s
 angle.  Therefore,  |  would  prefer  to  give  them
 an  opportunity  to  discuss  it  in  detail.  !  will
 discuss  with  them  in  detail.  (/nterruptions)

 Their  Organisation  has  also  accepted
 my  suggestion.  (/nterruptions)

 SHRI  BASU  DEB  ACHARIA:  When  a
 decision  was  taken,  why  discuss  it  further?
 (Interruptions)

 [  Translation]

 SHRI  RAM  VILAS  PASWAN:  Mr.
 Speaker,  Sir,  we  were  not  able  to  listen  what
 the  hon.  Minister  said.  If  you  heard  please
 tell  us.  (/nterruptions)

 MR.  SPEAKER:  How  can  you  listen
 when  all  the  Members  speak  at  a  time?

 (interruptions)
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 [English}

 SHRI  NIRMAL  KANTI  CHATTERJEE:
 They  are  still  on  dhama.  They  are  not  with-
 drawing.

 (Interruptions)

 SHRI  RAM  VILAS  PASWAN:  He  has
 not  agreed  to  the  point  that  we  have
 made.(  interruptions)

 SHRI  NIRMAL  KANT!  CHATTERJEE:
 Let  the  executive  surrender  to  the  Parlia-
 ment.  (/nterruptions)  There  is  a  clear  unani-
 mous  view  about  it.

 SHRI  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE:
 These  are  deliberate  and  dilatory  tactics
 adopted  by  the  Government  and  they  are
 going  back  on  the  commitment  given  to  the
 people  and  in  protest  we  walk  out.

 12.21  hrs.

 At  this  stage,  Shri  Somnath  Chatterjee  and
 some  other  hon.  Members  left  the  House.

 (Interruptions)

 ।  Translation}

 SHRI  RAM  VILAS  PASWAN:  Mr.
 Speaker,  Sir,  this  Government  is  not  truthful.
 That  is  why  we  stage  a  walk-out.

 12.22  hrs.

 (Thereafter  Shri  Ram  Vilas  Paswan  and
 some  other  Members  walked  out  of  the

 House)

 [English}

 SHRI  DIGVIJAY  SINGH:  We  strongly
 condemn  their  attempt  to  politicise  such  an
 issue.  (/nterruptions)

 [Translation]

 SHRI  JASWANT  SINGH:  Mr.  Speaker,
 Sir,  |  would  like  to  submit  to  the  Minister  of
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 Defence  that  the  hon.  Member  Shri  Atal
 Behari  Vajpayee  has  given  a  very  good
 suggestion.  The  Government  should  an-
 nounce  without  any  hesitation  the  difficulties
 in  implementing  this.  The  Government  has
 become  adamant  which  is  forcing  it  not  to
 make  the  announcement.  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,
 the  hon,  Member  has  suggested  rightly  that
 the  hon.  Defence  Minister  should  convene  a
 meeting  of  all  the  party  leaders  and  discuss
 the  matter  by  5th  of  next  month  or  before  the
 Budget,  so  that  there  is  a  concensus  in  the
 House  over  this  issue.  x  would  not  only
 benefit  the  Ex-Servicemen  but  also  the
 Government,  which  would  continue  to  re-
 main  in  power.  (/nterruptions)

 [English\

 MR.  SPEAKER:  Would  you  like  to  re-
 spond?

 ।  Translation]

 SHRI  SHARAD  PAWAR:  Mr.  Speaker,
 Sir,  first  |  would  like  to  speak  to  the  Ex-
 Servicemen  Association  in  this  matter.  The
 earlier  decision  would  benefit  many  levels.
 They  have  a  point  and  ।  would  like  to  under-
 stand  that  first.  ।  we  discuss  the  matter  with
 the  Party  leaders  thereafter  it  would  have
 been  better  After  holding  talks  with  the  Ex-
 Servicemen.  |  would  invite  the  party  leaders
 as  well.

 SHRI  LAL.  K.  ADVANI  (Gandhi  Nagar):
 Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  Vajpayee  ji  and  Jaswant
 Singh  ji  gave  very  constructive  suggestions.
 The  way  hon.  Defence  Minister  has  rejected
 those  suggestions  it  seems  we  are  left  with
 no  other  alternative,  but  to  press  the  cut
 motions  which  we  have  moved  and  which
 represent  the  opinion  of  the  entire  House...

 THE  MINISTER  OF  HUMAN  RE-
 SOURCE  DEVELOPMENT  (SHRI  ARJUN
 SINGH):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  |  do  not  want  to
 come  in  between,  but...

 SHRILAL.  K.  ADVANI:  lam  on  my  legs,
 please  sit  down.
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 Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  we  express our  re-
 sertment  and  once  again  |  would  tke  to
 submit  that  you  have  forced  us  to  press  the
 cut  motions  which  ordinarily  we  would  not
 have  done,  because  we  expected  thal  you
 would  make  the  announcement and  there
 would  be  no  need  to  press  the  cut  motions.
 l  express  my  resentment against  the  state-
 mont  made  by  the  hon.  Defence  Minister  and
 stage a  walk-out.

 12.24  hrs.

 Thereafter ShwiLal.  ८.  Advani  and  some
 other  Members  walked  out  of  the  House.

 SHRI  ARJUN  SINGH:  Sz,  that  is  why  |
 wanted  to  speak  frst.  The  hon.  Defence

 Minister  has  accepted  the  suggestion made
 by  hon.  Atal  Behari  Vajpayee.

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAIPAYEE: When
 did  he  accept  that?

 SHRI  ARJUN  SINGH:  Yes,  he  has

 agreed  to  that.  He  said  that  he  would  speak
 to  you  after  discussing  the  maiier  with  the
 Ex-Senicemen Associatina  first.  We  cannot
 stop  Shri  Advani  bom  staging  a  walk-out  ihe
 gets  angry  even  ater  ths  asewance. is
 strange  that  even  aiter  we  have  accepted
 the  suggestion made  by  Vajpayee  jf.  Stui
 Advani staged  a  walk-out.

 इल

 -  है  .  दी  ।  -०  ६5.  -  W
 Gut  you  announce the  decision.

 हैं.

 -  ह! क.  .  है.  /  )  |  ६  ्.  2

 Su,  any  aemgl  tocseate  a  misun-
 । between  me  and  Advanip  would
 aot  be  successiul. The  hen.  Defence  Minis-
 tes  did  act  accept  ।  |

 SHAE  SHARAD  PAAR:  Yes,  |  did
 accept

 SHRIATAL  BRASEVAIPAYEE:  Thisis

 “Mot  secosded.
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 not  ademand  of  the  Ex-Servicemenoniy but
 of  the  entire  House.  You  have  said  thal  you
 would  speak  to  the  Ex-Servicemen Associa-
 tion  first  and  then  call  us.  is  that  the  way  to
 behave with  us?

 SHRI  ARJUN  SINGH:  You  have  sug-
 gested  that  i  there  is  any  dilicully  we  should
 cali  you.  He  has  said  only  that.  He  has  said
 that  alter  discussing  wah  the  Ex-Servicemen
 Association  he  would  call  you.  He  could

 inform  you  about  the  factual  posilion  only
 after  that.  (interruptions)

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAJPAYEE: We
 wart  that  this  should  be  discussed  before
 the  Buciget  is  presented.  (iutesruptions)

 SHRI  BUTA  SINGH  (Jalose}:  We  fully
 support  his  view  and  would  appeal  to  the  Ex-
 Servicemen not  to  tall  in  the  tap  ol  politically
 motwated people  and  c...tact  the  Defence

 Minister  dwectly  and  seacive  thels  problems.

 ।

 MR.  SPEAKER: This  point  is  over.

 (ntewreptions)

 MR.  SPEAKER: Nothing  will  go  on  अ
 ond.

 -

 MR.  SPEAKER: Prot.  Savi  ह
 mana.

 PROF.  SAVITHRS  LAKSHREARAS

 |  -  श.  ्.  -  ।  boast
 teeching  for  us,  an  की  heer  that a
 aude  statue  cf  cae  women  is  instafied  in
 । indose,  MadhyaPradesh.
 iam  unable  tp  endesstand  as  tp  what  pleas-
 ase  this  geafiemen  would  got  in  socing  -
 aude  poral co:  a  aude  state of  women
 atone.  |  fear  thet  this  hind  of  deeds  may
 peovohe  ancther  geatiamen  t  see  a  nude
 figuse  of  a  living  ह  of  a  women.

 Plaase  do  nat  tenget  the  incident  which
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 had  happened  in  some  other  State  some  ten
 days  back  that  a  women  aged  35  was  forced
 to  walk  nude  in  the  street.  So,  |  (9  upon  the
 Government  to  take  immediate  steps  to
 remove  that  statue  from  Indore  in  Madhya
 Pradesh.

 Simultaneously  |  would  like  to  say  one
 thing  more.  It  is  reported  that  Shrimati  Indira
 Gandhi's  statue  has  been  removed  from
 Nehru  Park  in  Ashok  Nagar,  Guna  District.  |
 do  not  know  whether  it  was  removed  with  the
 knowledge  of  the  State  Government  or  not.
 The  Government  of  India  should  intervene  in
 this  matter  also.

 [Translation

 SHRI  UDAY  PRATAP  SINGH  (Main-
 puri):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  through  you  |  would
 like  to  raise  an  important  matter  of  public
 importance  in  the  House.  According  to  an
 intelligence  report  received  from  Uttar
 Pradesh  the  life  of  Shri  Mulayam  Singh  is  in
 danger.  (interruptions)  He  has  been  attacked
 twice  in  which  one  of  his  bodygaurds  was
 killed.  Once  a  bomb  exploded  at  his  official
 residence  in  which  17  people  including  a
 platoon  commender  sustained  injuries.  है  is
 very  unfortunate  and  a  matter of  great  regret
 that  the  State  Government  has  withdrawn
 his  security.  हैं.  ह  a  kind  of  well  planned
 conspiracy  to  eliminate  political  opponents.
 kis  also  being  said  that  the  security  provided
 by  the  Central  Government  would  -  be
 withdrawn.  -  is  also  being  said  that  buflet-
 proof  car  and  other  things  provided  for  secu-
 rity  purpose  would  also  be  taken  back.  In
 view  of  the  growing  terrorist  activities.  it  is  a

 very  serious  matter.  Yesterday a  Member  of
 Parliament  was  attacked.  In  view  of  the
 assassination of  Shri  Rajiv  Gandhi  and  other
 such  killings  it  has  become  necessary  to
 provide  full  security  to  the  people  who  were

 Therefore,  |  would  like  to  request  the
 Government and  particularly  the  hon.  Home
 Minister  that  whatever  the  Government  of
 Uttar  Pradesh  may  say  but  the  way  Shri

 Mutayam  Singh  fought  against  the  commu-

 **Expunged as  ordered  by  the  Chair.
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 nal  forces,  there  is  a  serious  threat  to  his  He
 and  therefore  full  security  should  be  pro-
 vided to  him.  ft  is  the  responsibility of  the
 Government.  With  these  words  |  would  re-

 quest  the  Government that  this  matter  should
 not  be  taken  lightly  but  should  be  taken
 seriously.

 [Engkish}

 SHRI  DIGVUAYA  SINGH:  This  is  a
 matter  of  grave  -  in  Uttar  Pradesh
 the  BJP  Government  has  started  witch-
 hunting  against  their  opponents.  They  are
 denying  protection  to  people  who  have  re-
 ceived  threats to  their  lives.  ।  urge  upon  you,
 Sir,  to  direct  the Government of  Uttar  Pradesh
 to  give  all  the  protection  to  those  people  who
 are  receiving  threats  to  thew  lives.

 SHRI  GUMAN  MAL  LODHA  (Pali):  The
 whole  thing  has  become”*...(/nferruptions)

 SHRI  CHANDRA  SHEKHAR  (Bala):
 Yesterday,  |  got  the  news  that  NSG,  which
 has  been  provided  to  Shri  Mulayam  Singh  by
 the  Government  of  india  on  the  report  of

 Intelligence  Bureau,  has  been  asked to  be
 withdrawn by  the  ७१.  Government.  Though
 the  Government of  india  and  the  intelligence
 Bureau  have  said  that  the  NSG  should  be
 there,  the  U.P.  Government is  not  cooper-
 ating  in  this  matter.  |  had  a  tak  wath  the  IB
 Chief  and  also  with  the  Home  Minister.  iwas:
 surprised  to  hear  from  the  Home  Minister
 that  the  U.P.  Government may  not  coopes-
 ate.  Are  you  going  to  accept  this  pos#iion  that
 it  a  State  Government  does  not  want  to
 cooperate  for  the  securily  of  a  particular

 he  is**.  ।  -  his  vocabulasy. I  do  not  want  to
 use  that  vocabulary. in  is  his  opinion,  Shui
 Mulayam  Singh  may  be  a™  But  in  ay
 opinion  he  is  a  renowned,  respected  leader
 otapolitical party  A  interrupgions)  §  you  wart
 that  he  shoud  be  elminated  because  he  is  a

 ***  भाएं  हें  this  game  ts.  going tobeplayed__. This
 gentieman  from  the  BJP......(intemuption)

 SHRI  GUMAN  MAL  LODHA:  ।  hawe  act
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 said  about  Shri  Mulayam  Singh;  |  have  said
 generally ...  (interruptions)

 SHRI  NIRMAL  KANTI  CHATTERJEE :
 He  should  apologise.  He  is  denying  what  he
 has  said.  This  is  the  kind  of  morality  he  has
 got...  (interruptions)

 SHRI  GUMAN  MAL  100  |  have

 said  that  there  was  an  allegation  that  there
 was  a  general  with  hunting.  |  said  witch
 hunting  is  a  wrong  phrase;  it  is  to  liquidate
 the**...  (Interruptions)

 SHRI  ARJUN  SINGH:  । think, the  grav-
 ity  of  what  hon.  Member,  Shri  Chandra
 Shekhar  has  said,  should  not  be  lost  be-

 cause  his  intervention deserves  very  serious
 attention  of  the  entire  House.  We  are  not  for
 or  against  an  individual. What  he  has  said
 constitutes  something  which  falls  within  the
 responsibility  of  the  respective  authority.  ही

 one  authority  has  a  duty  to  protect,  |  am  sure,
 any  other  authority  which  can  do  or  not  do
 something,  must  help  that  authority  to  pro-
 tect.  ।  is  not  a  question of  May  be  |  do  not  like
 somebody; you  do  not  lke  somebody.  That

 is  not  the  point.  What  he  has  said  is  that  while
 the  Government  of  india  has  tried  to  give
 some  protection  to  Shri  Mulayam  Singhji,
 there  are  some  obstacies  coming  in  the  way
 and  the  obstacies,  according  to  his  intorma-
 tion,  are  coming from  the  U.P.  Government.

 Now  ।  am  not  saying  that  it  is  correct  or
 incorrect.  But  whatever  has  been  said,  the

 Qfavity  must  be  understood  and  we  must  go
 into  the  bottom  of  the  matter  and  see  what  is

 the  position.  ।  would  like  to  say  that  whether
 है  is  a  BJP  member  of  SUP  member  9  Con-
 gress  member,  -  members  of  political  par-
 ties  deserve  protection  to  carry  out  their

 political  duty.  Now,  मैं  in  thal  process  interfer-
 ence  comes  or  a  kind  of  threat  comes,  है  is
 the  duty  of  all  of  us  to  help  to  make  that

 person  function  freely.  Therefore,  regarding
 whatever  Shri  Chandra  Shekhasji  has  said,  |
 will  request  the  hon.  Home  Minister  to  ascer-
 tain  all  the  facts  and  we  will  try  to  satisty  him,
 ali  political  parties  and  the  House  also.

 SHRI  -  SHEKHAR:  Mr.

 **Expunged as  ordered  by  the  Chair.
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 Speaker,  Sir,  generally  |  do  not  intervene  in
 this  type  of  controversy.  |  would  have  not
 intervened  if  my  hon.  friend  would  not  have
 raised  this  question  because  |  wanted  to  sort
 it  out  at  the  level  of  the  Home  Minister  and
 the  Leader of  the  Opposition  and  Shri  Vajpay-
 e@ji  that  this  matter  should  not  be  made  a
 matter  of  political  controversy.  But,  itis  afact
 that  the  U.P.  Government  is  creating  some
 problem.  |  want  that  Shri  Vajpayeeji  should
 use  his  good  offices,  with  the  U.P.  Govern-
 ment  to  see  that  such  controversies  do  not
 go  to  the  level  where  even  the  security  of
 individuals  is  denied.  ।  shall  request  you,  Mr.
 Speaker,  Sir,  that  when  the  matter  raised  is
 about  a  particular  individual  and  a  learned
 Member  calis  him*’,  it  cannot  be  taken  eas-
 ily.  You  can  cause  here  any  harsh  language.
 ।  am  also  capable  of  using  harsh  language
 and  retoring  to  it.  But,  |  do  not  want  to  do  it
 because  you  do  not  try  to  see  everybody  in
 the  mirror  like  your  face.  So.  100  not  want  to
 do  this.  |  only  request  you  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,
 that  you  should  take  this  matter  seriously
 and  ।  shall  specially  request  Shri  Vajpayeeji
 and  Shri  Advaniji  that  they  should  prevail
 upon  the  U.P.  Government  to  see  sense  in
 the  matter  and  behave  properly.

 [  Translation)

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAJPAYEE
 (Lucknow):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  |am  very  sorry
 that  |  was  absent  from  the  House  when  this
 point  was  being  discussed.  As  far  as  |  have
 heard,it  appears  that  Mr.  Chandrasekhar
 had  spoken.  He  is  one  of  my  best  friends.

 SHRI  SOMNATH  CHATTERJEE
 (Bolpur):  He  is  your  disciple.

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAJPAYEE:  And

 one  of  my  favourite  disciples.  Once  |  had
 pointed  out  to  him  that  the  disciple  has
 excelied the  teacher.  The  leader  of  the  House
 has  also  taken  part  in  the  discussion.  Mr.

 Speaker,  Sir,  |  have  some  sort  of  contact
 with  the  Government  of  Uttar
 Pradesh...(interruptions)  |have been  elected
 from  Lucknow.  Security  arrangement  made

 by  the  Uttar  Pradesh  Government have  been
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 discussed.  And  the  newspapers  that  |  have
 gone  through  says  that  more  than  1500
 people  were  provided  security  guards.  Some
 of  them  were  criminals.  What  |  am  telling  is
 based  on  the  newspapers  reports.  But  Mu-
 layam  Singh  does  not  figure  among  them.
 Mr.  Mulayam  Singh  is  adifferent  personality.
 Mr.  Mulayam  Singh  must  be  provided  full
 security.  And  there  is  no  two  opinion  on  this
 court.  If  the  Central  Government  wants  to
 provide  security  to  Shri  Mulayam  Singh  |
 think  that  it  is  the  duty  of  the  U.P.  Govern-
 ment  to  give  its  full  help  in  this  matter.  There
 15  NO  question  of  deadlocking  it.

 |would  like  to  tell  that  Mr.  Chandrasekhar
 has  talked  to  the  Central  Government  only.
 Why  did  not  he  talk  to  the  Government  only.
 Why  did  not  he  talk  to  the  Government  of
 Uttar  Pradesh  also?  It  does  not  make  a  big
 difference  as  to  which  party  he  belongs  to.
 He  would  have  talked  to  Mr.  Kalyan  Singh.  |
 am  ready  to  authorise  Mr.  Chandrasekhar  to
 call  Mr.  Kalyan  Singh  and  tell  him  categori-
 cally  that  what  he  did  was  not  at  all  war-
 ranted.  |  believe  that  Mr.  Kalyan  Singh  will
 abide  by  what  he  would  say.  But  do  not  ask
 the  Central  Government  to  intervene  in  the
 matter.  (Interruptions)

 SHRI  ARJUN  SINGH:  Your  suggestion
 would  have  been  acceptable  at  the  very
 outset  only,  but  when  you  have  revealed  with
 a  btt  of  hesitation  that  you  have  some  sort  of
 contact,  then  who  will  listen  to  Mr.  Chandra
 Shekhar.

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAJPAYEE:  Mr.
 Chandra  Sekhar  knows  as  to  what  extent  my
 relationship  goes  with  him,  so  better  you  do
 not  plunge  into  it.  (Interruptions)  But  there
 must  be  an  elaborate  security  arrangements
 for  Mr.  Mulayam  Singh.  The  deficiency  if  at
 all,  must  be  removed  with  immediate  effect.
 1  would  like  to  assure  Mr.  Chandra  Sekhar
 that  there  would  have  been  no  exaggeration
 it  he  had  earlier  pointed  out?

 SHRI  DIGVWAYA  SINGH  (Rajgarh):  Mr.
 Chairman,  so  long  as  Mr.  Vajpayee  is  in  the
 House,  B.J.P.  will  function  properly.

 *Not  recorded.
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 [English}

 MR.  SPEAKER:  References to  Mulayam
 Singh  ji  by  using  a  particular  word  will  not  go
 on  record.

 [Translation]

 SHRI  ATAL  BIHARI  VAJPAYEE:  Mr.
 Speaker,  Sir,  are  these  words  really...

 MR.  SPEAKER:  Such  words...

 MR.  ATAL  BIHAR  VAJPAYEE:  what
 has  been  said  about  other  persons...

 (English)

 MR.  SPEAKER:  |  have  said  with  refer-
 ence  to  Mulayam  Singh  Ji,  that  word  will  not
 go  on  record.

 [  Translation]

 SHRIGUMAN  MAL  LODHA  (Pali):  “was
 not  used.  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  it  was  not  said
 with  reference  to  Mr.  Mulayam  Singh.  You
 may  check  it.

 MR.  SPEAKER:  Please  take  your  seat.
 ।  have  said  it  after  due  consideration.

 AN  HON.  MEMBER:  Terrorism  is  in-
 creasing  in  U.P.  And  itis  said  about  that  only.
 (Interruptions)

 SHRI  PHOOL  CHAND  VERMA
 (Shajapur):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  |  thank  you
 very  much  for  permitting  me  to  speak.

 Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  a  few  days  back  the
 Legislative  Assembly  of  M.P.  passed  a  pro-
 posal  unanimously  and  with  the  consent  of
 Congress.  The  proposal  was  that  Bastar  in
 M.P.,  which  is  absolutely  a  Tribal  beh,  must
 have  Delhidhara-Jagdaipur  Raitway  line.  The
 proposal  also  said  that  there  were  big  de-
 posit  of  iron-ores  and  lime  stones  used  for
 making  cement,  in  Bastar.  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,
 the  deposits  could  be  better  exploited  by
 setting  up  a  cement  factory  there  with  the
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 capacity  of  20  lakh  tonnes.  But  unfortu-
 nately,  Bastar  could  not  be  developed  even
 after  44  years  of  independence.  Thus,  the
 mineral  deposits  could  not  be  exploited.  You
 must  be  amazed  to  know  that  there  are  only
 four  small  factories  there...

 MR.  SPEAKER:  Please,  conclude...

 SHRI  PHOOL  99  VERMA:  There

 are  only  four  small  factories  there.  These  are
 two  mini  steel  plants,  plywood  plant  and  one
 “Saal” seed  oil  plant.  |  would  like to  make a
 humble  request  to  you  that  the  proposal
 passed  by  the  M.P.  Legislative  Assembly  be
 given  approval  immediately.  The  M.P  Gov-
 emment  have  been  sending  proposals  to

 this  effect  for  the  last  21  years.  So  to  say,
 approval  be  given.  This  is  my  request.

 SHRI  DATTATRAYA  BANDARU  (Se-
 cunderabad):  Mr.  Speaker,  Sir,  india  is  an
 agricultural  country.  Even  today  farming  is

 Carried  out  with  animals  in  the  villages  de-
 spite  having  developed  technology.  But  the

 Animatis  Wellare  Board's  report...says about

 MR.  SPEAKER: No  full  speech,  |  am

 giving  you  a  लिपि  time.

 DATTATRAYA  BANDARU:  The  com-

 pany  named  ‘Alakber  has  set  up  a  slaughter
 house  with  modern  mechanisation  at

 Rudrarum  village  of  Patancheru Mandal  in
 Medak  district  of  Andhra  Pradesh  and  is
 trying  to  export  beef.  The  animals  to  be

 butchered  by  this  factory  is  expected  to  go
 beyond  one  lakhs  eighty  thousand  per  year.
 This  figure  could  go  even  beyond  है.  There
 are  about  17  slaughter  houses  in  Hyderabad

 ance.  That  is  why  three  members  of  Pariia-
 ment  mysell,  Shri  Gumanmal  Lodha  and

 Shri  BL.  Sharma,  staged  a  ‘Dharna’  under
 the  banner  of  Akhil  Bhartiya  Pashu  Hatya
 Virodhi  Sangh  and  were  arrested  also.

 Therefore,  we  ask  for  the  cancellation of  the
 ficence  given  for  beef  export.  This  slaughter
 of  ive  stock  be  stopped  with  immediate
 effect,  otherwise  lve  stock  will  vanished

 within  next  four  years  from  Andhra  Pradesh.

 Papers  Laid  564

 12.43  hrs.

 PAPERS  LAID  ON  THE  TABLE

 {Engish|

 Notification under  Bureau  of  indian
 Standards Act,  1986

 THE  MINISTER  OF  STATE  IN  THE
 MINISTRY  OF  CIVIL  SUPPLIES  AND
 PUBLIC  DISTRIBUTION  (AHRI  KAMALUD-

 DIN  AHMED):  |  beg  to  lay  on  the  table:

 (1)  A  copy  of  the  Bureau  of  Indian
 Standards  (Recruitment  to  Sci-
 entific  Cadre)  (Second  Amend-
 ment)  Regulations,  1991  (Hindi
 and  English  versions)  published
 in  Notification  No.  G.S.R.  519(E)
 in  Gazette  of  india  dated  the  2nd
 August,  1991  under  section  39  of
 the  Bureau  of  indian  Standards
 Act,  1986.  [Placed  in  Library.  See
 No.  LT-47191]

 Review  on  the  working  and  Annual  Re-
 port of  Central  Electronics  Limited,  New
 Dethi,  1989-90  and  Annual  Report  of
 Electronics Research  and  Development

 Centre  Trivandrum, 1989-90  etc.

 THE  MINISTER  OF  STATE  IN  THE
 MINISTRY  OF  CIVIL  SUPPLIES  AND
 PUBLIC  DISTRIBUTION  (AHRIKAMALUD-
 DIN  AHMED):  Sir,  on  behalf  of  Shrimati

 Margaret  Alva,  |  bg  to  lay  on  the  table:-

 (1)  A  copy  each  of  the  following
 papers (Hindi  and  English  ver-

 sions)  under  sub-section (1)  of
 section  619A  of  the  Companies
 Act,  1956:-

 (i)  Review by  the  Govern-
 ment  on  the  working of
 the  Central  Electronics
 Liméed, New  Dethi,  forthe
 year  1969-90.

 (i)  =  Annual  Report  of  the

 Central  Electronics  Lim-
 ted,  New  Delhi,  for  the


